DDM 2016.05: Full Enhancements List
Highlighted sections have their own videos. Please click on enhancement reference number to view in
YouTube.

2016.05

PANYD-459

AnyDocs updated to use the latest Redemption 5.11 release.

2016.05

DDMC-4993

When opening windows of multiple items at same time (eg Item Properties,
Folder Properties, etc) the vertical cascade should be larger, to allow more
of window title to be read.

2016.05

DDMC-4996

Want to store database configuration properties for WCF services in registry,
instead of configuration file.

2016.05

DDMC-5024

Where shown, the DDM BOM icon shown on the Release Manager is not
very clear and should be replaced.

2016.05

DDMC-5026

When using Release Manager, the order of child nodes for components
shown in display to show Drawings, then Documents, then Models and
finally additional BOM items.

2016.05

DDMC-5027

When drag/dropping a single item into DDM, the Doc No to default to the
filename (no extension).

2016.05

DDMC-5028

In DDM Admin - Maintenance – WorkBenches item State column to be
included in the list of items.

2016.05

DDMC-5029

From a folder which the current user does not have modify permission, the
right-click 'Create Like' option should not be disabled for folder content.

2016.05

DDMC-5039

Recent Items icon updated with a more meaningful icon.

2016.05

DDMC-5040

Search All Items icon updated with a more meaningful icon.

2016.05

DDMC-3139

When a user has taken ownership of a folder from a group, if they try to take
ownership again the message says 'You cannot take ownership of this
folder', but should advise that they already have ownership.

2016.05

DDMC-3833

An audit against both the User and the Drawing, when a PDF preview of a
drawing is viewed via the DDM Web Client.

2016.05

DDMC-4783

To be able to Pin/Unpin Sub Folders from within a Folder.
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2016.05

DDMC-4930

The ability to add additional file attachments to existing items in DDM (e.g. to
attach a step file to an existing part / non-drawn part).

2016.05

DDMC-4665

In DDM Admin, when editing a Group or Role, the ability to select and
modify multiple ACL entries together.

2016.05

DDMC-4425

An option in workflow xml customisation file, when moving items from folder
to folder to be able to reference / lock items to a specific folder divider, as
opposed to just into the folder.

2016.05

DDMC-4602

Audit for PDF Previews via DDM Web.

2016.05

DDMC-4494

The 'Not Recommended' custom attribute enabled by default on new install /
upgrade.

2016.05

DDMC-4352

DDM Client and Server Install / Upgrades to check for the required version
of Microsoft .NET Framework prior to installation.

2016.05

DDMC-2513

Documentation on how to install and configure SSL / HTTPS.
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